High throughput pSTAT signaling profiling by fluorescent cell barcoding and computational analysis.
Fluorescent cell barcoding (FCB) is a multiplexing technique for high-throughput flow cytometry (FCM). Although powerful in minimizing staining variability, it remains a subjective FCM technique because of inter-operator variability and differences in data analysis. FCB was implemented by combining two-dye barcoding (DyLight 350 plus Pacific Orange) with five-color surface marker antibody and intracellular staining for phosphoprotein signaling analysis. We proposed a robust method to measure intra- and inter-assay variability of FCB in T/B cells and monocytes by combining range and ratio of variability to standard statistical analyses. Data analysis was carried out by conventional and semi-automated workflows and built with R software. Results obtained from both analyses were compared to assess feasibility and reproducibility of FCB data analysis by machine-learning methods. Our results showed efficient FCB using DyLight 350 and Pacific Orange at concentrations of 0, 15 or 30, and 250 μg/mL, and a high reproducibility of FCB in combination with surface marker and intracellular antibodies. Inter-operator variability was minimized by adding an internal control bridged across matrices used as rejection criterion if significant differences were present between runs. Computational workflows showed comparable results to conventional gating strategies. FCB can be used to study phosphoprotein signaling in T/B cells and monocytes with high reproducibility across operators, and the addition of bridge internal controls can further minimize inter-operator variability. This FCB protocol, which has high throughput analysis and low intra- and inter-assay variability, can be a powerful tool for clinical trial studies. Moreover, FCB data can be reliably analyzed using computational software.